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Brenda L. Hill Riggins has over 25 years of experience in Global Business 
Management and holds positions with public and private businesses, organizations 
and institutions.   However, this self-made entrepreneur didn’t start at the top.  
Married at the age of 16 and kicked out of high school in her senior year, Brenda 
struggled with the audacity of racism to deny her the right to education.  Her thirst 
for knowledge and determination to not be denied, caused her to fight for her future 
and adapt her skills to ‘take back’ the education that was stolen from her.   
 
Along this challenging and ever changing journey, Brenda amassed the capacity to 
not only understand but to “over-stand” and this higher level of consciousness 
allowed her to excel in diverse opportunities.  Acquiring a broad range of 
administrative and professional skills, Brenda became licensed in areas like real 
estate, insurance, financial planning, life coaching and estimating – all towards her 
quest to be educated and to build a Dynasty.  
 
Equipped with product knowledge, marketing and finance expertise, Brenda co-
created the multi-million dollar, award winning company, MARS Contractors, in 
which she is currently CEO.   Hyper-confident with the ability to live on the 
exponential curve, Brenda used MARS Contractors as a stepping-stone to ignite her 
passion to use the special gifts stored in her DNA.  This special talent would brand 
Brenda as The Vision Surrogate™ and recognize her as a force for the positive birth 
of ideas into the hemisphere. 
 
As The Vision Surrogate™ Brenda has become an international speaker and 
facilitator with magazine and book credits, bringing an innovative approach to 
understanding REBIRTH.  Her printed titles include, Pregnant with a Vision of Life’s 
Purpose. 
 
Brenda’s early influence came from her mother who would “make something out of 
nothing.”  Taking that attitude Brenda uses her gifts to motivate, inspire and bless 
others while helping them to get results.   
 
As a results-driven businesswoman, Vision Surrogate, innovator and motivator, 
Brenda and her husband Marcus also took up organic farming over the past few 
years with their solutions to cultivate a community at www.brenmarfarm.com, and 
www.marscdc.com   But, no matter how much this millennial maven has 
accomplished, she is most proud of being a wife, mother, grandmother and great 
grandmother, www.hillmendetribe.com. 
 
Brenda champions a number of issues and causes especially related to women’s 
empowerment and promoting healthy lifestyles and businesses.  For more 
information on Brenda, visit www.brendalhill.com. 
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